and Eu 2+ were synthesized via a simple calcination method. Both nanorods are of straight morphology and smooth surface, with the average diameter of ϳ80 nm. The structural and compositional characteristics have been investigated by x-ray diffraction, infrared spectra, and various microscopy techniques. A possible growth mechanism was proposed for the synthesis of the doped Al 18 1,2 These systems, with two restricted dimensions, can result in remarkable property modifications, which are different from those of the counterpart bulk. Recently, synthesis and spectroscopic properties of rare earth ͑RE͒ ion doped one-dimensional nanomaterials have been investigated extensively, 3-9 exhibiting an interesting luminescent properties.
Eu is an important RE element which usually displays two valence states: trivalent and divalent. Eu 3+ used as a dopant ion usually shows a linear luminescence spectrum. 10 It is relatively easy to analyze the linear spectrum of Eu 3+ since the strongest transition which originates from an energy state is not split by the crystal field. It is well known that Eu 3+ ion is supersensitive to the evolution of its surroundings, [11] [12] [13] therefore it is favorably a good probe for the investigation of the local structure. Compared with the linear spectrum of Eu 3+ , the emission and absorption spectra of Eu 2+ ion usually consist of broadbands and the luminescence is very strongly dependent on the host lattice, which is quite different from the Eu 3+ ion. Eu 2+ ion is usually employed in fluorescent lamps, plasma display systems, and UV-emitting phosphors.
Currently, the luminescent Eu-doped one-dimensional nanocrystals such as LaPO 4 : Eu nanowires, Y 2 O 3 : Eu nanotubes, and ZnO:Eu nanorods have attracted considerable interest. 7, [14] [15] [16] [17] In our previous work, we synthesized aluminum borate nanowires ͑Al 18 B 4 O 33 ͒ in a large yield. 18, 19 Aluminum borate possesses a high melting point and is stable in oxidizing environment. 20 Aluminum borate whiskers in nanometer scale could have more excellent mechanical strength, compared to the counterpart in micrometer scale. Besides the above characteristics, aluminum borate is a suitable host material for high efficiency optical materials. . The products were analyzed by means of x-ray diffraction ͑XRD, D/MAX-rB, Cu K␣ radiation͒, infrared spectra ͑IR, NICOLET NEXUS470͒, scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM, JEM-6700F, JEOL͒, transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM, JEM-2100F, JEOL͒ equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy ͑EDS͒, and fluorescence spectrometer ͑Hitachi F-4500͒. Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of the prepared samples doped with Eu 3+ and Eu 2+ ions, respectively, both being indexed well as an orthorhombic structure with the lattice parameters of a = 0.769 nm, b = 1.501 nm, and c = 0.566 nm, in agreement with the standard diffraction ͑JCPDS 32-3͒, revealing single-phase Al 18 B 4 O 33 . IR measurement further provides the compound structures, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1, exhibiting a Fig. 2 , indicating that the product mainly consists of abundant nanorods with a uniform diameter ͑ϳ60 nm͒ of several tens of nanometers. A typical TEM image shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ indicates the very straight nanorods with smooth surfaces. The magnified image was shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ and some dark contrast can be usually observed, probably involving the defects induced by the Eu doping. The corresponding selected area electron difa͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail: cctang@phy.ccnu.edu.cn fraction ͑SAED͒ pattern is shown in the inset of Fig. 2͑c͒ , which can be indexed as an orthorhombic structure recorded from the ͓−210͔ zone axis. Combining TEM with the defocus electron diffraction technique, the axis direction of the Al 18 B 4 O 33 :Eu 3+ nanorod could be determined as ͓001͔ growth. EDS spectrum from the nanorod shown in Fig. 2͑d͒ determines the doped Eu concentration of ϳ2 at. % with respect to the Al 18 Fig. 3 . This exhibits a similar morphology and structure as those of Eu 3+ doped ones, including the straight rod with the smooth surface and c-axis growth, except for the slight diameters ranging from 60 to 100 nm.
The photoluminescence excitation and emission spectra of Al 18 B 4 O 33 :Eu 3+ nanorods are illustrated in Fig. 4 . In the excitation spectrum ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, left͔, the broadband centered at 260 nm can be attributed to a charge-transfer ͑CT͒ transition, which occurs by electron delocalization from the filled 2p shell of the O 2− to the partially filled 4f shell of Eu 3+ . The right of Fig. 4͑a͒ 
